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The fiscal year ended March 31, 
2018 was a year in which the 
Yamato Group took a significant 
first step toward reform.
 By implementing “inclusive 
management,” we will realize 
sustainable growth for the next 
100 years. To this end, we will 
steadily promote the next step 
toward reform.
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Since the fiscal year ended March 31, 2018, we have been moving forward with 
the medium-term management plan “KAIKAKU 2019 for NEXT100.” I would like 
to take this moment to explain the current state of the Yamato Group and  
provide an outline of our vision for beyond our 100-year anniversary.

“Inclusive Management” Represents the Yamato Group’s  
Greatest Strength

“At Yamato, we believe there are things that 
should change and then there are things that 
should not change.” These are the words of 
Masao Ogura, the inventor of TA-Q-BIN. These 
words have been passed down over many years 
and are shared to this day within the Group. They 
therefore provide the guiding principles for the 
entire Group.
 The things that should change for the Yamato 
Group include its services, frameworks, and 
networks. These represent things that need to 
change in accordance with the needs of the times 
and conditions in the business environment.
 On the other hand, the things that should not 
change are the beliefs we have valued since our 
foundation. These include ensuring that our 
employees understand the concerns of our 
customers, providing services catered to our 
customers that will bring them joy, and ultimately 
contributing to the realization of a more enriched 
society. These beliefs are something that Yamato 
Group employees should take pride in. At the 
same time, these beliefs help us achieve “inclu-
sive management,” where each employee gives 

consideration to our customers and makes 
decisions based on their own judgment. 
“Inclusive management” therefore represents the 
Yamato Group’s greatest strength. To put it in 
different terms, if we are not able to leverage this 
strength sufficiently, then our very meaning for 
existence as a company would be cast into doubt.
 Recently, we have been facing massive changes 
in the business environment, such as the rapid 
expansion of the e-commerce market and tight-
ening labor conditions. As a result, we have been 
falling behind in terms of building an operational 
framework, which has placed a heavy burden 
on the employees working on the front lines. Our 
sales drivers therefore had their hands full simply 
from delivering packages, which gave them less 
and less time to interact with our customers. This 
in turn led to a state in which we were unable to 
properly implement “inclusive management.” To 
overcome this crisis, we focused on returning to 
our guiding principles. Accordingly, we decided 
to take a thorough look at the things we should 
change so that we can continue to pass down 
and implement the things we should not change.
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Reform for the Next 100 Years

Implementing Decisions That Change 
the Entire Group
In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2018, we set 
out on a path toward significant reform. To achieve 
sustainable growth beyond our 100-year anni-
versary, a major milestone that will be reached 
in November 2019, we determined that not only 
do we need to respond to the market changes 
that are occurring right before our eyes, we also 
need to steadily implement drastic structural 
reforms with our sights set on the next 100 years. 
To this end, we formulated a long-term vision that 
targets 2025. In addition, we decided to transition 
from the “DAN-TOTSU Management Plan 2019” 
to the new three-year medium-term management 
plan “KAIKAKU 2019 for NEXT100” (hereinafter, 
“KAIKAKU 2019”), which places “Reforming 
Working Styles” at the center of our management.

Steadily Taking the First Step toward 
“Reforming Working Styles”
In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2018, the first 
year of KAIKAKU 2019, I believe we took a gen-
uine first step toward reform by steadily promot-
ing efforts that focus on the issues we need to 
address. For “Reforming Working Styles,” which 
is our highest priority issue, we made concerted 
efforts to improve labor management through 
such means as integrating methods to control 
working hours and increasing the number of 
managers. In addition, we took steps to revise 
the content of our services. These included 
changing the framework for designated delivery 
times and moving up the cut-off time for accepting 

requests for redelivery. By doing so, we steadily 
set up a structure for alleviating the burden placed 
on our employees on the front lines. Through 
these efforts, we have ensured that our sales 
drivers are able to properly take breaks, and 
I believe that this has brought us closer to real-
izing an ideal working environment.
 The aim of “Reforming Working Styles” is to 
not only make the working environment more 
employee-friendly but also to make the work 
itself more rewarding. This means that in addition 
to establishing a better working environment 
through rules and frameworks and other mea-
sures, we also have to change the awareness 
of our employees. As an effort to do so, we have 
increased the number of opportunities for dialogue 
between management and employees working 
on the front lines through such means as panel 
discussions. In our initiatives toward “Reforming 
Working Styles,” we have been working to change 
the awareness of our employees by encouraging 
their understanding of what we as a company 
are thinking, what are goals are, what kinds of 
measures we will implement going forward, and 
what the overall direction of the Group is.
 As we have progressed in these efforts, we 
have started to see major changes in employee 
awareness. The driving force behind these 
changes has been the presence of our customers. 
In October 2017, we took steps to change our 
pricing schemes for both our individual and 
corporate customers, starting with revising the 
basic TA-Q-BIN fees for individual customers for 
the first time in 27 years. The number of customers 
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who understood and cooperated with these price 
changes was far greater than we expected. To 
have our customers understand and accept our 
fee revisions sends a clear message to our sales 
drivers that they wish to continue to rely on the 
Yamato Group. This understanding also means 
that our customers recognize the value we offer. 
I therefore believe that our front-line employees 
were able to reaffirm the meaningfulness of the 
role they play and also understand the great 
responsibilities and rewards that come with that job.
 However, these results represent nothing more 
than the first step toward realizing “Reforming 
Working Styles.” For the fiscal year ending 
March 31, 2019, we are taking steps to establish 
a new diversified “last mile” network. By setting 
up a delivery-specific driver network that special-
izes in early evening and night deliveries, we will 
reduce our sales drivers’ overtime hours. At the 
same time, we will create time for sales drivers to 
engage in dialogue with our customers. If we can 
enhance dialogue with our customers, I believe this 
will increase the number of opportunities to offer 
them convenient and useful services, in addition 
to providing a more fulfilling work experience for 
our employees. Going forward, we will continue 
to pursue the necessary measures to establish 
a more employee-friendly working environment 
and create a more rewarding work experience.

Steadily Taking the Next Steps 
to Complete Our Reform
By returning TA-Q-BIN prices to an adequate 
level, we will establish a business structure that 
can generate stable profits. While there have 
been times where we have offered discounted 
prices taking into account TA-Q-BIN delivery 
volume, we believe that providing valuable  
services and securing appropriate profit for 
these services are what will enable us to fulfill 
our social responsibility as a crucial part of 
social infrastructure.
 In addition to continuing adequate pricing 
initiatives, we will pursue efforts to expand points 
at which customers can receive packages in such 
ways as rebuilding our “last mile” network and 
establishing Pick Up & Drop Off (PUDO) stations. 
By steadily promoting these efforts as the next 
steps toward reform, we will successfully com-
plete “Structural Reform in the Delivery Business,” 
a business that represents the foundation of the 
Group. In turn, we will leverage this foundation 
to realize growth in our non-delivery businesses. 
At the same time, we will work to further 
strengthen the Group’s corporate governance. 
In these ways, we will continue to improve cor-
porate value and make great strides toward 
growth for the next 100 years.
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Vision for 2025—Looking Beyond Reform

After completing KAIKAKU 2019 and welcoming 
our 100-year anniversary, we aim to realize our 
long-term vision for 2025.
 I believe there are two engines that will drive 
growth beyond our 100-year anniversary. The 
first engine is the global domain. Amid the further 
progression of borderless businesses, the pro-
duction, consumption, and corporate activities 
that have been carried out solely in Japan thus 
far will, without a doubt, become borderless as 
well. The second engine is the corporate domain. 
In around 2025, we anticipate e-commerce to 
extend beyond the B2C domain and become 
widespread in the B2B domain as well due to the 
further progression of digitalization. As a result, 
goods will flow directly between companies 
without the need for wholesalers or retail shops.
 In light of these future conditions, what we are 
aiming for is the establishment of a platform. The 
Yamato Group has developed a solid network 

and formed connections with its individual and 
corporate customers, centered on TA-Q-BIN. 
Using this physical logistics network as a foun-
dation, we will combine the customer information 
we have collected through this network, as well 
as data on future customer needs, with digital 
technologies in the form of big data. By doing 
so, we will establish a platform that integrates 
both physical and virtual aspects. Also, we will 
establish this platform as an open platform so 
that it can be used by anybody, not just specific 
people in specific locations. In this way, we will 
address various needs and issues around the 
world, including those related to consumers, 
corporations, and society as a whole.
 Moving beyond our 100-year anniversary, we 
will aim for further growth by offering the new 
value created from this integration of physical 
and virtual aspects to not only corporations and 
consumers in Japan but to those overseas as well.

Turning Risks into Growth Opportunities by Assessing Changes  
in the External Environment 

In a society where birthrates are declining 
and the population is aging, the ability to 
provide services via people will become 
a significant competitive edge.
To realize our vision and continue to grow well 
into the future, it is crucial that we accurately 
assess the changes occurring in the external 
environment. This is because such changes 
bring about both risks and opportunities.
 The most significant change that the Yamato 
Group is dealing with is to its labor supply struc-
ture as a result of the declining birthrate and 
aging population. As the workforce shrinks, 
securing employees will become our most 
important issue.
 However, if we look at this issue from a different 
angle, the ability to provide services through 
people is an excellent way to set us apart from 
other companies amid the trend of a declining 
birthrate and aging population, and such differ-
entiation will tie directly into enhanced competi-
tiveness. Viewing this as an opportunity, we are 
hiring drivers for early evening and night deliveries 
as full-time employees to act as the core of our 
diversified “last mile” network. While doing so will 

increase fixed costs, securing human resources 
that can work in a stable manner will allow us to 
increase our pickup capacity and maintain and 
improve our service quality, which in turn will 
help us sharpen our competitive edge.

Incorporating New Technologies and 
Turning Them into Growth Engines
Another significant environmental change is 
digitalization. Advances in digitalization will result 
in greater risks of the emergence of new rivals 
and businesses that use digitalization to com-
pletely change the way business is done. If we 
fall behind in riding this wave of change caused 
by digitalization, then we risk losing our position 
as a leading company and having to adapt to 
an entirely transformed industry structure.
 To respond to such risks, we established the 
Yamato Digital Innovation Center (YDIC) in 2017. 
YDIC was established with the aim of raising 
awareness of new global trends and technologies 
and promptly incorporating them into our services. 
For functions and technologies that the Group 
does not possess, we will actively pursue part-
nerships with external organizations. We cannot 
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Continuing to Be a Company That Is Needed by Society  
for the Next 100 Years

The Yamato Group promotes the concept of 
Creating Shared Value (CSV), which involves 
realizing both economic and social value while 
addressing the needs of customers through our 
businesses. The foundation of CSV is “inclusive 
management,” in which all of our employees give 
consideration to people and society as a whole 
as they make decisions based on their own 
judgment. Recently, awareness toward environ-
mental, social, and governance (ESG) factors 
has been rising. In addition, there have been 
more extensive efforts made by companies to 
resolve social issues, including addressing the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Amid 
these trends, we will continue to share our guid-
ing principles on a Groupwide basis and leverage 
our network that spans across various regions. 
By doing so, we will contribute to the resolution 
of social issues.

 In November 2019, the Yamato Group will 
welcome its 100-year anniversary, and from April 
2020, the next 100 years for the Group will begin. 
We aim to continue to contribute to a more 
enriched society through our business activities 
so that we can remain a necessary presence for 
not only our customers but also our employees, 
shareholders, and society at large. To accom-
plish this aim, we will steadily complete KAIKAKU 
2019 and work to create new value over the 
next 100 years.

create the platform we are aiming for simply 
through the Group’s strengths alone, and external 
partnerships will not only help us improve the 
quality of this platform, it will also accelerate its 
establishment. Accordingly, under KAIKAKU 
2019, we will proactively invest in this area.
 Although digitalization can bring about several 
risks and threats, it can also act as a major 
growth engine if we respond to it appropriately. 
Behind the roughly five million packages we 
deliver each day are roughly five million customers 
and approximately one million corporate clients. 

The number of participants in our Kuroneko 
Members service, a members-only service for 
individual customers, has grown to over 25 
million and continues to increase even further. 
The big data we possess and the information 
we collect on a daily basis through our customer 
contact points only become more valuable with 
advances in digitalization. By leveraging this data 
and information in high-value-added services 
for our customers, we will expand profits while 
working to enhance operational productivity.

February 2019
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